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Abstract
Sentiments are always valuable, but how valuable it remains after 
extraction of hidden values or patterns using sentiment extractor. 
As people spend their time on web in posting sentiments or opinions 
because their thinking motivates them to help others in becoming 
more familiar with new launched products. Social website or micro 
blogging site plays great role in sentiment mining. Sentiments are 
the attributes or properties attached that describes the emotions of 
user. The selected attributes that are related to our research work 
as sentiment mining for service opinions that could prove valuable 
for marketing research. Region of interest in SM is frequency & 
polarity evaluation of sentiments that are further processed. If 
these sentiments are not analyzed properly then none organization 
can judge there service or product reputation in the market. SVM 
algorithm is proposed for sentiment mining and mainly discussed 
the frequency and polarity evaluation for service opinions and 
results are compared with state-of-art-existing technique in the 
same field. 
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I. Introduction
Sentiments are the attributes or properties attached that describes 
the emotions of user. Sentiments influences user’s behavior related 
to a particular service. Everyone needs opinions posted by another 
when: want to use a service or a product and one important question 
in mind that how to select a service or product? 
Web plays great place for people to express their opinions [1]. 
Sentiment mining is used for chasing the frame of mind of the people 
about a particular service provider company or organization. It 
presents public opinions or judgments in simple English language. 
People feel free to say about a product which they are using or used 
and want to say about it to others. This topic is basically concerned 
with daily life activities. What we want, what we purchase, what 
we think before purchasing a new product [2]. Sentiment mining 
is the field of natural language processing and text analytics that 
aims at the extraction of subjective values from service opinions. 
Sentiment mining tasks can be generally classified into three types. 
The first task is referred to as sentiment analysis and aims at the 
establishment of the polarity of the given source text. Polarity 
may be classified as Positive, Negative and Neutral opinions. 
The second task consists in identifying the polarity evaluation of 
text. The third task is aims at the discovery and/or summarization 
of explicit opinions on selected features of the assessed service 
[1]. 
Sentiment analysis is treated as a classification task as it classifies 
the orientation of a text into either positive or negative. Machine 
learning is one of the widely used approaches towards sentiment 

classification in addition to lexicon based methods and linguistic 
methods [3]. In this paper we represent the results of sentiment 
mining using SVM.

II. Related Work
There exist many studies that explore sentiment mining. This 
section discusses many previous published works on sentiment 
mining.
Valarmathi et al. [4] in paper employs opinion mining for products 
on web using neural network. Basically they scored opinion words 
and selected attributes, classification using neural network was 
performed. An algorithm RP-MLP is proposed. They obtained 
450 opinions from IMDB MOVIE reviews with 300 negative 
and 150 positive opinions. 
Morzy et al. [5] employs the relationship between opinion 
mining activities and social networks, introduced an opinion 
classification algorithm which uses score function to give ratio 
of term occurrence frequency for positive and negative classes. 
It analyzed graph and network structure with social networks, 
tests the accuracy of proposed algorithm. It created a dataset of 
1055 negative and 9068 positive reviews from the e-commerce 
site and two social sites
Barawi et al. [10] employs opinionated texts in various social media 
can be further processed using sentiment analysis to generate a 
sentiment polarity reading. This reading shows the general public 
view toward a product for both developer and user. However, 
the task is difficult due to the dynamic changes in these texts. 
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the capability of existing 
dictionaries (resource creations) to analyze the opinionated 
comments from an online learning video.
Zhu et al. [6] employs two modules for opinion polling algorithm: 
one is MAB (multi-aspect bootstrapping) ART-based method and 
second is MAS (multi-aspect segmentation) model and retrieved 
aspects from free textual customer reviews. Easy implementation 
of the method is applicable to other languages and domains. It uses 
three parameters: A (finite aspect set), p (finite positive, neutral 
polarity sets) and score function (voting function).
Chandarkala et al. [7] employs the evolution of web technology, 
there is a huge amount of data present in the web for the internet 
users. These users not only use the available resources in the 
web, but also give their feedback, thus generating additional 
useful information. Due to overwhelming amount of user’s 
opinions, views, feedback and suggestions available through 
the web resources, it’s very much essential to explore, analyze 
and organize their views for better decision making. Opinion 
Mining or Sentiment Analysis is a Natural Language Processing 
and Information Extraction task that identifies the user’s views 
or opinions explained in the form of positive, negative or neutral 
comments and quotes underlying the text. Text categorization 
generally classifies the documents by topic. 
Deng et al. [11] employs opinion leader in time of increased huge 
number of Micro Blog users around our world and daily life. Our 
governments in different countries around the world have found 
that it is a vital fact to analysis and control message spreading in 
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Micro Blog and other social network. For the reason that opinion 
leaders always play vital role in information spreading in Micro 
Blog and it is necessary to detect opinion leaders precisely. In 
this article, we have constructed a SINA Micro Blog APIs based 
Micro Blog crawling and analysis tool. Furthermore, a novel 
Map Reduce based Micro blog crawler and node betweenness 
approximation computation method was proposed better accuracy 
and less running time to detect core opinion leaders in Micro 
Blog graphs.

III. Proposed Work
In today’s world, we need information, not data to take decision 
about any service or product. Sentiments or opinions are subjective 
sentences and not objective as facts. People use natural languages 
to express sentiments and way of expressing each customer is 
different. Current and future era to do sentiment analysis is also 
known as sentiment mining or opinion mining. Region of interest 
SM and scoring of opinions that we want for further processing. 
A system which analyze and classify sentiments and score them 
properly based on positive and negative sentiments words [12].
Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, is the field [13] 
of study that analyzes people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, 
appraisals, attitudes, and emotions towards entities such as 
products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, and their 
attributes. It represents a large problem space. 
Sentiment polarity/orientation can be categorized as:

Positive sentiments: Indicating user to write only positive • 
sentiments such as good, great, awesome etc.
Negative sentiments:  Indicating user to write only negative • 
sentiments such as bad, sad, fail, hate etc.
Neutral/other: Indicating user to write neutral sentiments • 
having zero polarity (not positive / negative) sentiments such 
as average, enough.

A. Stages of Sentiment Mining
We suggest a computational framework for sentiment mining that 
consists of four stages. 

Collection of Data.• 
Polarity Evaluation.• 
Tokenization.• 
Create Dictionaries.• 
Token Polarity Frequency.• 
Token Polarity Evaluation.• 
Classifier: Support Vector Machine.• 
Compare Proposed Classifier with existing Classifier.• 

1. Collection of Data
Data is collected from social sites (Facebook, twitter) and other micro 
blogging sites. The corpuses named as Airtelsevicessentiments and 
Vodafoneservicessentiments. Airtelsevicessentiments contains 
400 sentences and Vodafoneservicessentiments conations 400 
sentences. Corpuses contain both positive and negative opinions 
sentences opinions sentences. 

 <corpus task="Airtelsevicessentiments"> 
<instance id="1">it is good</instance> 
<instance id="2">Airtel long live</instance> 
<instance id="3">Airtel is the best network in our India</instance> 
<instance id="4">Airtel good service</instance> 
<instance id="5">Best Airtel network...</instance> 
<instance id="6">Airtel money is nice service</instance> 
<instance id="7">Airtel my fav network</instance> 
<instance id="8">Airtel money is best for transfering money</instance> 
<instance id="9">Nice service #airtelmoney</instance> 
<instance id="10">Airtel is rude network for India</instance> 
<instance id="11"> Just useless digital TV call center..</instance> 
<instance id="12">Am i blocked from contacting support .</instance> 
<instance id="13">Poorest service provider</instance> 
<instance id="198">enjoy and thankfull.....:</instance> 
<instance id="399">delighted network ....</instance> 
<instance id="400">jank airtel.. love this....</instance> 
</corpus> 
 

Fig. 1: Airtelsevicessentiments Corpus
 <corpus task=" Vodafoneservicessentiments "> 

<instance id="1">it is good</instance> 
<instance id="2">Vodafone is the super rock</instance> 
<instance id="3">Vodafone is the best network in our India</instance> 
<instance id="4">Vodafone good service</instance> 
<instance id="5">Vodafone Airtel network...</instance> 
<instance id="6">This is good</instance> 
<instance id="7">i like it</instance> 
<instance id="8">my favorite</instance> 
<instance id="9">Nice service</instance> 
<instance id="10">A proud Vodafone user... </instance> 
<instance id="11">HORRIBLE SERVICE VODAFONE.</instance> 
<instance id="12">!#fakeassurances #beware Uncertain replies...</instance> 
<instance id="13">I agree Vodafone India worst company ever..</instance> 
<instance id="15">Vodafone is fake and Sucks!!</instance> 
<instance id="198">Enthusiastic.....:</instance> 
<instance id="399">dynamite network ....</instance> 
<instance id="400">exceptional vodafone services..</instance> 
</corpus> 
 

Fig. 2: Vodafoneservicessentiments Corpus

2. Polarity Evaluation 
Polarity evaluation may be classified the source text as Positive, 
Negative and Neutral opinions. After collection of sentiments, 
Airtelsevicessentiments and Vodafoneservicessentiments corpuses 
are decomposed into Airtel positive or negative words corpus and 
Vodafone positive or negative words corpus.
 <corpus task="airtelpositive"> 

<instance id="1">it is good</instance> 
<instance id="2">airtel long live</instance> 
<instance id="3">Airtel is the best network in our India</instance> 
<instance id="4">airtel good sarvice</instance> 
<instance id="5">Best Airtel network...</instance> 
<instance id="6">Airtel money is nice service</instance> 
<instance id="7">airtel my fav network</instance> 
<instance id="8">Airtel money is best for transfering money</instance> 
<instance id="9">Nice service #airtelmoney</instance> 
<instance id="10">Airtel is best network for india</instance> 
<instance id="197">M thakful for its plan and network</instance> 
<instance id="198">enjoy and thankfull.....:</instance> 
<instance id="199">delighted network ....</instance> 
<instance id="200">jank airtel.. love this....</instance> 
</corpus> 
 

Fig. 3: Airtel Positive Opinions
 <corpus task="airtelnegative"> 

<instance id="1"> I am very disappointed from Airtel.</instance> 
<instance id="2">m not happy with it</instance> 
<instance id="3">Airtel is the worse network in our India</instance> 
<instance id="4">airtel bad service</instance> 
<instance id="5">hate Airtel network...</instance> 
<instance id="6">Airtel money is worse service</instance> 
<instance id="7">airtel is ugly network</instance> 
<instance id="8">Airtel money is not best for transfering money</instance> 
<instance id="9">Disappointed service #airtelmoney</instance> 
<instance id="195">airtel plsns are extreme vulgar</instance> 
<instance id="196">Airtel service is disappointed!!!!!!</instance> 
<instance id="197">dim ,dumb for its plan and network</instance> 
<instance id="198">fake its services plan.....:</instance> 
<instance id="199">complex services....</instance> 
</corpus> 
 

Fig. 4: Airtel Negative Opinions
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 <corpus task="vodafonepositive"> 
<instance id="1">it is good</instance> 
<instance id="2">vodafone is the super rock</instance> 
<instance id="3">vodafone is the best network in our India</instance> 
<instance id="4">vodafone good sarvice</instance> 
<instance id="5">vodafone Airtel network...</instance> 
<instance id="6">This is good</instance> 
<instance id="7">i like it</instance> 
<instance id="8">My favorite</instance> 
<instance id="9">Nice service</instance> 
<instance id="10">A proud Vodafone user... </instance> 
<instance id="11">Its a nice 1</instance> 
<instance id="14">voda fone is best service.</instance> 
<instance id="199">dynamite network ....</instance> 
 Fig. 5: Vodafone Positive Opinions

 <instance id="121">the inconvenience with vodafone</instance> 
<instance id="122">we are sorry for the unpleasant experience.</instance> 
<instance id="123">vodafone is not applicable</instance> 
<instance id="124">vodafone network goes down</instance> 
<instance id="125">vodafone plans are hurting</instance> 
<instance id="126">vodafone service are scary!!!!!!</instance> 
<instance id="127">vodafone really hurts in its plan and 
network</instance> 
<instance id="128">diposed off vodafone company in india.....:</instance> 
<instance id="129">waste network ....</instance> 
<instance id="130">switch off vodafone...</instance> 
<instance id="197">dim ,dumb for its plan and network</instance> 
<instance id="198">fake its services plan.....:</instance> 
<instance id="199">disgusting sevices....</instance> 
<instance id="200">vodafone is frustrating</instance> 
</corpus> 
 
 Fig. 6: Vodafone Negative Opinions

3. Tokenization
Attributes are extracted from the opinions. Extraction of words is 
also known as tokenization [7]. Theses corpuses named as Airtel 
Positive Sentiments, Airtel Negative Sentiments and Vodafone 
Positive Sentiments, Vodafone Negative Sentiments.

 <corpus task="airtelpositive-attributes"> 
<instance id="1">good</instance> 
<instance id="2">long live</instance> 
<instance id="3">best</instance> 
<instance id="4">good</instance> 
<instance id="5">Best</instance> 
<instance id="6">nice</instance> 
<instance id="7">fav</instance> 
<instance id="8">best</instance> 
<instance id="9">Nice</instance> 
<instance id="200">the best</instance> 
 

Fig. 7: Airtel Positive Sentiments

 <corpus task="airtelnegative"> 
<instance id="1">disappointed</instance> 
<instance id="2">not happy</instance> 
<instance id="3">worse</instance> 
<instance id="4">bad</instance> 
<instance id="5">hate</instance> 
<instance id="6">worse</instance> 
<instance id="7">ugly</instance> 
<instance id="8">not best</instance> 
<instance id="199">Disapointed</instance> 
<instance id="200">rude</instance> 
 Fig. 8: Airtel Negative Sentiments

 <corpus task="vodafonepositive-attributes"> 
<instance id="1">good</instance> 
<instance id="2">super rock</instance> 
<instance id="3">best</instance> 
<instance id="4">good</instance> 
<instance id="5">exotic</instance> 
<instance id="6">good</instance> 
<instance id="7">like</instance> 
<instance id="8">favorite</instance> 
<instance id="199">Nice</instance> 
<instance id="200">proud</instance> 
 

Fig. 9: Vodafone Positive Sentiments
 <corpus task="vodafonenegative-attributes"> 

<instance id="1">Poorest</instance> 
<instance id="2">Most HORRIBLY</instance> 
<instance id="3">disgusting</instance> 
<instance id="4">disperate</instance> 
<instance id="5">fraud</instance> 
<instance id="6">Worst</instance> 
<instance id="7">pathetic</instance> 
<instance id="8">fraudant</instance> 
<instance id="199">worstest</instance> 
<instance id="200">ridiculous</instance> 
 Fig. 10: Vodafone Negative Sentiments

4. Create Dictionaries
Then positive and negative corpuses’ words have been matched 
with dictionaries to correct the spellings or orientation of words. 
Dictionaries are created for positive words (Fig. 11), negative 
words (Fig. 12) respectively.

Fig. 11: Positive Words Dictionary
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Fig. 12: Negative Words Dictionary

5. Token Polarity Frequency 
After polarity evaluation the frequency of each token is computed. Frequency means occurrences of each word or token in training 
dataset or corpus, it shows in fig. 13. For example if a token is occurred 4 times in dataset then its TPF is 4.

Fig. 13: Vector of Counted Token Polarity Frequency of Each Word

Fig. 14: Histogram of Counted Token Polarity Frequency of Each Word

6. Token Polarity Evaluation 
After token polarity frequency, then token polarity evaluation is calculated. It computes polarity of a word according to the frequency 
of each word or token in the dataset, it shows in Figure 15. For example if a token (t) is occurred 4 times in dataset then its TPF is 4 
and dataset contains 100 words then its TPE is 0.04.
 Example: TPE (t/cp) =4/100, TPE=0.04
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Fig. 15: Vector of True Positive & Negative Token Polarity Evaluation

Fig. 16: Histogram of True Positive & Negative Token Polarity Evaluation

7. SVM - classifier
After constructing above mentioned matrices of TPE; SVM 
classifier is applied on each stage of sentiment mining to compute 
the probability of each positive and negative word of Airtel & 
Vodafone. SVM [8] has become a popular method of classification 
and regression for linear and non linear problems [9]. This method 
tries to find the optimal linear separator between the data with a 
maximum margin that allows positive values margin and negative 
values margin.
Linear SVM classifier is proposed for this problem.
 

),( yxK  Kernel function    (1)

(Constant)       (2)
Linear SVM classifier: Given some training data , a set of n 
points of the form

∈RP , ∈{ }} 11,1 =− i   (3)

Where the  is either 1 or −1, indicating the class to which the 
point X  belongs. Each X  is a p-dimensional real vector. We want 
to find the maximum-margin hyper plane that divides the points 
having  from those having . Any hyper plane can be 
written as the set of points  satisfying  where 

denotes the dot product and the normal vector to the hyper 
plane. The parameter   determines the offset of the hyper plane 
from the origin along the normal vector .
Compare Proposed Algorithm with Existing Algorithm
SVM classifier is proposed for sentiment mining and compared 
it with Naïve Bayes classifier.
Naïve Bayes Classifier [4]: Abstractly, the probability model for 
a classifier is a conditional model over a dependent class variable 

 with a small number of outcomes or classes.

Conditions on several feature variables   through . The 
problem is that if the number of features is large or when a 
feature can take on a large number of values, then basing such a 
model on probability tables is infeasible. We therefore reformulate 
the model to make it more tractable.

In plain English, using Bayesian probability terminology, the 
above equation can be written as

IV. Results and Discussion
2-DIMENSIONAL linear SVM is used for post processing. It 
computes true probability for each positive and negative word. Fig. 
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17 shows SVM margin of Airtel and Vodafone positive probability polarity evaluation. Fig. 18 shows probability of each word. Figure 
20 shows SVM margin of Airtel and Vodafone negative probability polarity evaluation. Fig. 21 shows probability of each word.

Fig. 17: SVM Output of Airtel Versus Vodafone Positive Probability Polarity Evaluation

Fig. 18: SVM Evaluated Probability of Positive Polarity for Airtel and Vodafone

Fig. 19: Graph of SVM Evaluated Probability of Positive Polarity for Airtel and Vodafone 
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Fig. 20: SVM Output of Airtel Versus Vodafone Negative Probability Polarity Evaluation

Fig. 21: SVM Evaluated Probability of Negative Polarity for Airtel and Vodafone

Fig. 22: Graph SVM Evaluated Probability of Negative Polarity for Airtel and Vodafone 
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A. Performance Evaluation
The performance of classifier is analyzed by using confusion matrix. The confusion matrix shows summary of classification results 
for four classes such as Airtel positive, Airtel negative and Vodafone positive, Vodafone negative.
Confusion matrix represents the misclassification rate of Frequency and Polarity Evaluation. The rate of misclassification is less. In 
this we can see class 1 and class 2 are correctly classified, class 3 is 11.1% times misclassified and class 4 is 17.6% times misclassified. 
Misclassification shows in fig. 23. 

Fig. 23: Confusion Matrix

B. Comparison of SVM with NAÏVE BAYES 
We found clearly that Naïve Bayes’s accuracy   is 74% but with our proposed SVM classifier, 
The accuracy is increased to 95%. SVM classifier is faster as compared with Naïve Bayes Classifier. Fig. 24 shows accuracy of 
Naïve Bayes and fig. 25 of SVM Accuracy of Airtel versus Vodafone positive polarity evaluation and fig. 26 shows SVM Accuracy 
of Airtel versus Vodafone negative polarity evaluation

Fig. 24: Naïve Bayes Accuracy
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SVM classifier is fast as compared to Naïve Bayes (NB) Classifier. NB classifier accuracy is 75% and SVM classifier accuracy is 
95%. NB calculated only overall probability but SVM calculated probability for each token.

Fig. 25: SVM Accuracy of Airtel Versus Vodafone 

Fig. 26: SVM Accuracy of Airtel Versus Vodafone Negative Polarity Evaluation
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Fig. 27: Comparison of SVM with Naive Bayes
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Fig. 27 shows the accuracy of proposed classifier with the 
accuracy of existing classifier. It is clear from the accuracy shown 
vertically that score values found with Naïve bayes is 75% but 
with our proposed implementation with SVM, the accuracy is 
95%.

V. Discussion
We have tested our system on 800 sentiment opinions and more 
than 1000 positive and negative words or tokens. The system is 
successfully calculated Total Token Frequency and Total Polarity 
Evaluation. After this system performed summarization by using 
SVM. The word accuracy rate is found to be 95%.
We need a SM system to know about as customer satisfaction 
and to enhance the value of service or product. Organizations 
can’t specify quality of a product until it should be used by 
customer. So, analysis of people sentiments are mandatory and 
web is a place for it. Rapid increase of sentiments on the web 
requires an effectual system to organize sentiments. Sentiment 
mining is a realistically plot and demanding field develop to 
detect subjective content in text documents. If sentiments are 
non-structured hen it’s difficult for customers and organizations 
to understand.
SVM classifier is fast as compared to Naïve Bayes (NB) Classifier. 
NB classifier accuracy is 75% and SVM classifier accuracy is 
95%. NB calculated only overall probability but SVM calculated 
probability for each token.
Limitation of SVM is that Linear SVM classifier is used for 
SM. It works on only 2-Dimensionl datasets but 4-Dimenational 
dataset is created for SM. For final summarization, the datasets 
are again decomposed into 2-Dimensional datasets, and then 
SVM summarization is computed. 2-Dimensional datasets are 
created for Airtel Positive versus Vodafone Positive and Airtel 
Negative versus Vodafone Negative. Then summarization is 
computed with 95% accuracy.

VI. Conclusion 
This research introduces the role of social websites and micro 
blogging sites. First discussed about importance of online posted 
sentiments sentences and also related them with a respective 
company and customer. This research have focused on identifying 
positive or negative sentiments or opinions about Airtel and 
Vodafone services and to arrive at a logical conclusion developed 
an algorithm in which the extracted polarity evaluation and score 
vectors was based on TPF and TPE  vector which was developed 
by counting the polarity of positive and negative words. 
In this research, SVM classifier is used for automating the process 
of summarization of online opinions for sentiment mining. SVM 
classifier has been successfully able to classify all sentiments 
with high accuracy of 95%.

VI. Future Scope 
The basic idea in my research work is to identify the popularity of 
words and Reputation of Services. Further improvements can be 
done in this Sentiment System. One of major limitation of system 
is that, Linear SVM classifier is used for SM. It works on only 
2-Dimensionl datasets but we created 4-Dimenational dataset for 
SM. For final summarization, the datasets are again decomposed 
into 2-Dimensional datasets, and then SVM summarization is 
computed. 2-Dimensional datasets are created for Airtel Positive 
versus Vodafone Positive and Airtel Negative versus Vodafone 
Negative. SM can be furthered improved by adding new rules 
for 4-Dimenational dataset. 

Other decision rules algorithms cab be used for automatic attribute 
extraction and then summarization can be computed using 
Genetic Algorithm, Apriori algorithm and SVM classifiers.
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